
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA

CASE NO. SC20-261
IN RE: AMENDMENTS TO THE
FLORIDA RULES OF CIVIL 
PROCEDURE – EVICTION
                                                         /

COMMENT OF THE 
CONFERENCE OF COUNTY COURT JUDGES OF FLORIDA

Judge Steve Jewett, as President and on behalf of the Conference of County 

Court Judges of Florida (hereinafter “Conference”), files this comment opposing 

the proposed Form 1.947(b), which for the first time in Florida, would provide a 

Court-approved form providing tenants a “checkbox” option for demanding a jury 

trial in an eviction action. 

In fiscal year 2018-19, more than 127,000 eviction actions were filed in the 

State of Florida.1  Proposed Form 1.947(b) seeks to provide a tenant with a 

checklist of defenses to raise to an eviction action, as well as a checkbox of 

whether to demand a jury trial.  If adopted as proposed, the new form will certainly 

result in an increase in the demand for jury trials.2  Because of the adverse 

1 Fla. Office of the State Courts Administrator, FY 2018-19 Statistical 
Reference Guide 8-4, available at https:// www.flcourts.org/content/download/ 
630234/7163110/20200304_18_19_County_Civil.pdf.

2 The Conference understands that this new form is being designed also to 
serve as an “interview template” to assist the tenant in filing a response 
electronically.  Under such circumstances, the Conference foresees an even greater 
increase in jury trials in eviction cases.   
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operational impact likely to occur in both the county and circuit courts if the new 

form is adopted as proposed, the Conference files this Comment in opposition to 

the “jury trial checkbox” in proposed Form 1.947(b), as more specifically set forth 

below.

Initially, the Conference respectfully submits that the proposed form is 

unnecessary.  Back in 1988, The Florida Bar addressed this issue when it asked 

this Court to promulgate Form 1.923, which this Court acknowledged was intended 

to “inform those sought to be evicted of the procedure they must follow to resist 

eviction.”  In re Amendments to Rule of Civil Procedure, 536 So. 2d 974, 976 (Fla. 

1988).  For more than three decades since, the County Court Judges of Florida 

have operated under a simple process whereby tenants are advised to merely 

“[w]rite down the reason(s) why you think you should not be forced to move,” and 

then provide this written response to the clerk.  See id. at 985-86; Fla. R. Civ. P. 

Form 1.923 (Eviction Summons/Residential).3  The clerk then provides these 

responses to the judge to glean if colorable defenses are alleged, however inartfully 

phrased.  County Court Judges are routinely trained through education programs 

required by the Office of the State Courts Administrator, as well those offered 

through annual Conference programs.  This education includes how to handle 

3  The Conference notes that The Bar’s proposed revision to Form 1.923 – 
numbered anew as Form 1.923(a) in its Report – retains this long-used language.  
See App. C-5 of the Report of the Civil Procedure Rules Committee in Response to 
the Court’s Request. 
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residential eviction cases without the need for tenants to artfully craft their 

defenses.

The Conference certainly has no quarrel with a party’s right to demand a 

jury trial in an eviction proceeding.  However, unlike ordinary civil actions which 

may be set on the trial court’s calendar in due course, jury trials in eviction actions 

get accelerated attention.  Florida law puts the burden on a trial court in an eviction 

action to “advance the cause on the calendar.”  § 83.59(2), Fla. Stat. (2019).  While 

this phrase does not provide a specific timeframe, landlords bringing eviction 

actions in Florida use the summary procedure in chapter 51, Florida Statutes.  See 

id. (entitling landlords to utilize the summary procedures set forth in chapter 51, 

Florida Statutes).  Chapter 51 does not create a right to a jury trial in itself.  Rather, 

the statute provides that if a party is entitled to a jury trial, the “action may be tried 

immediately” if a “jury is in attendance at the close of pleading or the time of 

demand for jury trial.”  § 51.011(3), Fla. Stat. (2019).  If a jury is not “in 

attendance” at that time, then “the court shall order a special venire be summoned,” 

thus placing an additional burden on the Clerk of Court.  Id.  A mere perusal of the 

language of this statute indicates the increasing tension a growth in demand for 

jury trials in eviction cases may well cause among colleagues competing for jurors, 

as well as the need for the clerk to summon additional jurors.  The need for jurors 

in circuit cases – including criminal cases not involving a demand for speedy trial 
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– may well have to bend to the needs of these eviction cases.  See Jenkins v. 22nd 

Avenue Apartments, 27 Fla. L. Weekly Supp. 346b (11th Cir. App. 2018) (noting 

that the trial courts must “marshal[ ] judicial resources” to provide jury trials 

requested in eviction actions).

The Florida Landlord-Tenant Act, chapter 83 of the Florida Statutes, does 

not explicitly provide for the right to a jury trial in an action for possession of 

premises.  Baldwin Sod Farms, Inc. v. Corrigan, 746 So. 2d 1198, 1203 (Fla. 4th 

DCA 1999).  The appellate case law, however, has established that the right to a 

jury trial exists for these actions.  Id. at 1205.  See also Fla. Stat. § 83.60(2) 

(referring in a specific instance to a jury’s role in determining diminution of value 

when a landlord has failed to properly maintain a dwelling unit); Lederer v. Fravel, 

9 Fla. L. Weekly Supp. 822a (15th Cir. App. 2002) (trial court erred in denying 

demand for jury trial in eviction case).

As noted in a recent report addressing the increase in the jurisdictional limit 

in the civil divisions of Florida’s county courts, the county courts already face a 

strain on their resources as a result of the increase in civil jurisdiction adopted by 

the Florida Legislature in 2019.  For instance, the report’s recommendations 

frankly acknowledge that the increase in number of property insurance cases to be 

filed in county court “may cause county court workload and facility impacts that 

could strain existing resources.”4  More specifically,
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[M]any county court judges handling civil cases are 
assigned to hearing facilities that do not have jury rooms.  
Larger counties without assigned jury facilities for each 
courtroom handling civil cases include several high-
volume courts such as Broward, Lee, Miami-Dade, Palm 
Beach, and Pinellas [footnote omitted].  Increases in the 
county court jurisdictional limit that affect satellite 
facilities and increase jury trial demands will impact 
county court needs.  As these needs increase, Florida’s 
counties may be adversely impacted because they are 
charged with funding county court facilities.

Id. These concerns will certainly be exacerbated by a form which will result in a 

marked increase in the demand for jury trials in eviction cases.  Because the trial 

courts – both circuit and county – rarely have other types of cases that statutorily 

require immediate attention, these cases will take priority to the detriment of other 

cases whose trials may have to be postponed at the last minute to accommodate the 

priority eviction cases.  See Jenkins, 27 Fla. L. Weekly Supp. at 346b (noting that 

the trial courts must “marshal[ ] judicial resources” to provide jury trials requested 

in an eviction action).

Currently, the county courts in Florida see jury trials in eviction cases in rare 

instances.  Even these, however, have occasionally created tension in the demands 

for jurors in the trial courts.  See id.  Moreover, as this Court is aware, the 

4  See Recommendations from the Judicial Management Council’s Work 
Group on County Court Jurisdiction 11 (Nov. 1999), available at https:// 
www.floridasupremecourt.org/content/download/524520/5827300/County%20Cou
rt%20Jurisdiction%20Workgroup%20Report.pdf [hereinafter Work Group 
Recommendations].  

http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/content/download/524520/5827300/County%20Court%20Jurisdiction%20Workgroup%20Report.pdf
http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/content/download/524520/5827300/County%20Court%20Jurisdiction%20Workgroup%20Report.pdf
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availability of jury trial facilities is limited among the County Court Judges 

handling evictions in Florida.  See Work Group Recommendations, supra, at 11.  

For instance, in Broward County at the time of the Work Group Recommendations, 

it was reported that fifteen judges handled eviction actions.  And yet, these fifteen 

judges shared two courtrooms that are equipped to handle jury trials.  See id. at 11 

n.4.  (That number is now twenty judges.)

The decision to elect a jury trial should be made with the full knowledge of 

the responsibility that goes with it.   Most tenants contesting their evictions are 

self-represented.  Providing a “checkbox” method of demanding a jury trial leaves 

the self-represented party in the dark as to the ramifications of that a choice, e.g., 

voir dire, peremptory challenges, jury instructions, etc., thus placing an increasing 

burden on the trial court’s limited time in dealing with these issues.  Additionally, 

a losing tenant faces an award of attorney’s fees.  § 83.48, Fla. Stat. (2019).  

Providing a checkbox method of demanding a jury trial without an explanation of 

the related responsibilities could backfire on the tenant, setting up a tenant for 

failure in front of the jury, even if a tenant has a viable defense.  Moreover, a self-

represented tenant is likely to be unaware of what it might cost (time, money and 

preparation), and then face an unexpected heavy award of attorney’s fees in favor 

of the landlord.

To be sure, from the initial stages of our education as children, we are taught 
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that we are blessed in this country to have the right to a jury trial.  What we are not 

readily taught is that it can be very technical, and therefore difficult to do for the 

untrained person.  When presented a checkbox, many tenants will likely choose a 

jury trial without reflecting on its ramifications.  Moreover, these forms are often 

provided to tenants by clerk staff, who field several questions about it.  

Notwithstanding that a clerk should not be providing legal advice, a checkbox form 

makes it easy for a clerk at the intake window to simply advise a tenant to “just 

check the box.”

Assuming that a self-represented party changes his or her mind after 

demanding a jury trial, that party then faces the challenge of having to obtain the 

landlord’s consent to waive a jury even if the landlord did not itself demand a jury.  

The tenant cannot merely “uncheck” the box.  See Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.430(d); 

Curbelo v. Ullman, 571 So. 2d 443, 444 (Fla. 1990). 

A further concern is the appearance that the Form may be providing legal 

advice or a legal strategy to the tenants, with no concomitant advice to the 

landlord.  Cf. Rule 7.140(e), Fla. Sm. Cl. R. (“The court may not instruct any party 

not represented by an attorney on accepted rules of law.  The court shall not act as 

an advocate for a party.”)  The Conference is concerned that a form outlining a 

tenant’s legal strategy and jury trial options raises questions of the impartiality of 

the court.
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Another challenge for the county courts will be potential challenges raised 

under the statute for taxing of costs involving the use of jurors for the trial, an issue 

that currently has not been widely addressed.  Under the statute, “[i]f a special 

venire be summoned, the party demanding the jury shall deposit sufficient money 

with the clerk to pay the jury fees which shall be taxed as costs if he or she 

prevails.”  § 51.011(3), Fla. Stat.

For decades, the citizens of Florida have had the right to request a jury trial 

in a civil case without need of a form to prompt them.  Moreover, to the 

Conference’s knowledge, no other form setting forth a civil cause of action 

approved for use in either the Rules of Civil Procedure or the Small Claims Rules 

provides an option for a party to either opt in or opt out of a jury trial.  For 

instance, of the 25 “cause of action” forms currently provided in the Rules, dating 

back to at least 1968, the Conference could locate no form that prompts on or even 

mentions the right to a jury trial.  See Fla. R. Civ. P. Forms 1.932 – 1.951; Fla. Sm. 

Cl. R. Forms 7.330 – 7.336. 

Accordingly, the Conference submits that the proposed form is unnecessary, 

would bring more confusion than clarity, and would adversely impact the 

administration of justice.  For these reasons, the Conference opposes the proposed 

form. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
furnished by electronic mail to Committee Chair, Ardith Michelle Bronson, 200 
Biscayne Boulevard, FL 25, Miami, FL 33132-2219, at 
ardith.bronson@dlapiper.com; and on Bar Staff Liaison Mikalla Andies Davis, 651 
E. Jefferson St., Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300, at mdavis@floridabar.org, on April 
29, 2020.

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that this report was prepared in accordance with the 
font requirements of Fla. R. App. P. 9.210(a)(2).

Respectfully submitted,

 __________________________                 
HON. STEVE JEWETT 
FLORIDA BAR #726850
President, Conference of County 

Court 
Judges of Florida
425 N. Orange Avenue, Suite 465-A
Orlando, FL 32801-1515
(407) 836-2046
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